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IBN KANNĀN
Muḥammad b. ʿĪsā b. Maḥmūd b. Muḥammad
alṢāliḥī alDimashqī alKhalwatī
(b. 1071/1663 d. 1153/1740)
Though not among the most memorable intellectuals of the 18th century in terms
of his contributions to scholarly discussions of doctrinal, legal, or spiritual matters,
I.K.’s written legacy, biographical (even autobiographical) in nature, caught the at
tention of modern scholars, particularly of cultural historians. I.K.’s works, more spe
cifically his chronicle and topographies, have been utilized to detect new cultural pat
terns in the 18th century, including those related to education,1 to new sociabilities,2
and to the construction of early modern subjectivities.3
This entry focuses on I.K.’s historical and geographical works, the spatialtem
poral aspects of which reveal a deeper dynamic than assumed by generic categoriza
tions of history versus geography: a chronicle of the events of Damascus (al Ḥawā
diṯ alyawmiyya); a topography of the entire Levant with specific focus on Damascus
(alMawākib alislāmiyya); and a topography of alṢāliḥiyya (alMurūj alsundusiy
ya), a suburb of Damascus where I.K. resided.
I.K.’s chronicle is not just about the passage of time in Damascus, but also about
the spatial connection of Damascus to the Ottoman imperial domain and its cultural
and administrative center, Istanbul. Conversely, I.K.’s topographies are not singular
moments of spatial mapping of beloved geographies, but constitute decided attempts
at historicization and simultaneous possession of these places. Taken collectively,
therefore, these works reveal complex representations by, and desires of, a Dama
scene citizen and Ottoman subject. On the one hand, they expose how provincial sub
jects willfully integrated their region firmly into the Ottoman domain. On the other
hand, they reveal the existence of a civic discourse, through which subjects nego
tiated with the powers that be for a place in the social space of the city.
At the juncture of time and space in I.K.’s works is the author’s own persona. His
unusually loquacious chronicle, and to a limited extent his topography of alṢāliḥiy
ya, are exercises in unabashed exhibition of the social self. Propelling I.K.’s narrative
is not only the apparent will to selfimmortalization, but also a relentless ambition of
a practical and urgent nature, namely the acquisition of an academic position at a
local madrasa. This ambition not only informs I.K.’s chronicle and topography of al
Ṣāliḥiyya, but also constitutes, quite literally, the intention behind his topography of
the Levant, which was dedicated to the provincial governor and was composed as a
“gift,” in which I.K. requested the academic position he so desired and ultimately
received towards the end of his life.
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LIFE
In the chapter enumerating the original inhabitants of the Damascene suburb of al
Ṣāliḥiyya, I.K. places his family, the “Kannānīs,” at the top of the list of the suburb’s
trading families,4 which included the most illustrious households of the city (such as
the ʿAsākirs, the Bāqillānīs, the Khallikāns, and the Ṭūlūnīs).5 In addition to a dis
tinguished pedigree and evident wealth,6 I.K.’s family also occupied the prestigious
position of the leadership of the Khalwatiyya Sufi order in Damascus. While it is not
clear whether I.K. himself was a merchant on the side, he obviously received the full
training of a scholar and studied with the most reputable ʿulamā’ of the time, includ
ing ʿAbd alGhanī alNābulusī (d. 1143/1731) and Ibrāhīm alKūrānī (d. 1101/1690).
By choosing knowledge as a career, and thus adding scholarship and erudition to
venerability of descent, old wealth, and spiritual authority, I.K. seems to have aimed
to achieve nothing less than absolute notability.7
Despite his impeccable credentials, however, I.K. is accorded a surprisingly mod
est entry in Muḥammad Khalīl alMurādī’s (d. 1206/1792) Silk aldurar, the most
important biographical dictionary of the 18th century, wherein he is described simply
as “one of the pious, righteous, and practicing ʿulamā’.”8 This is despite the fact that
I.K.’s chronicle, by the admission of alMurādī himself, was an important source for
the compilation of the latter’s biographical dictionary.9 Considering that I.K. spent
much of his life attempting to secure a permanent teaching position in Ḥanafī juris
prudence at the KhadījiyyaMurshidiyya madrasa, the brevity of alMurādī’s biogra
phical entry on I.K. as well as his omission of I.K.’s teaching position can be re
garded as an expost facto reflection of the latter’s career frustrations. While I.K.’s
life seems representative of the thwarted ambitions that often characterized the early
modern period of Ottoman history,10 his relentless employment of an assortment of
strategies to get the position that he so coveted is also demonstrative of 17th and 18th
century politicking by provincial aspirants for a position in the Ottoman system.
Although I.K. mentions having first taught at the KhadījiyyaMurshidiyya madrasa
in 1102/1690, it is not clear what subject he taught and in what capacity.11 However,
it seems that his first official appointment to that madrasa happened eighteen years
later, in 1120/1708, when I.K. mentions specifically that he was appointed to teach
Ḥanafī fiqh there. In the next few years, I.K mentions that he taught at the same
madrasa several times.12 In 1130/1717, nine years after his official appointment, how
ever, I.K. concludes his otherwise usual listing of madrasas and their appointees by
stating, with a noticeable tone of disappointment, that he continued his teaching
career at home.13 It appears that for the following twentyone years, aside from a one
year replacement appointment at the Muqadimiyya madrasa, I.K. had to content
himself with teaching at home (and once even outdoors, for he loved picnics).14 It
was not until 1151/1738, only a couple of years before he died, when I.K. finally got
the permanent appointment he desired.15 A court record from Damascus bearing a
date with the year of I.K.’s death testifies that the author’s veritable reward occurred
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only posthumously when his children “inherited” his teaching position.16 As such,
I.K. appears to have managed to inaugurate a family monopoly over a madrasa posi
tion, a practice shared by other prominent Damascene scholarly families.
Still, I.K.’s ultimate success was not a fortunate coincidence, but a result of
twentyone years of relentless maneuvering and strategizing. To begin with, he was
born a Ḥanbalī, a definite disadvantage in a city whose teaching positions were over
whelmingly designated for, and staffed by, Shāfiʿīs and Ḥanafīs, the latter being the
Ottoman state’s official legal rite.17 The logical strategy for I.K. to follow was to em
ploy the usual trick of maḏhabswitching, at which Damascene professorial aspirants
were adept.18 Based on I.K.’s work on the biographies of the companions of Imām
Aḥmad Ibn Ḥanbal (d. 241/855), the eponymous founder of the Ḥanbalī school, and
on alMurādī’s identification of I.K. as a Ḥanbalī in biographical dictionary, some
modern scholars have insisted that I.K. remained a Ḥanbalī.19 While I.K. does not
mention having switched to Ḥanafism in his chronicle, in a Berlin autograph copy of
his topography of Damascus, he adds the sobriquet “Ḥanafī” to his name, a fact that
did not escape the attention of the editor of the manuscript.20
I.K.’s bold move of maḏhabswitching, however, seems not to have worked. Thus,
forced to employ the strategy of gratuitously offering the powerful a piece of his
mind, and with a sentiment akin to that found in Naṣīḥatnāme (mirrors for princes)
literature, I.K. instructed the new Mufti of Damascus to look after the affairs of the
teachers and ensure their placement in their proper positions.21 When his selfserving
advice went unheeded, however, I.K. finally got the idea, purportedly in a dream, to
approach none other than Sulaymān Pasha alʿAẓm (r. 11461151/17331738), the
governor himself.22 In realization of his vision, I.K. dedicated to Sulaymān Pasha his
topography of the Levant, alMawākib alislāmiyya, praised the governor, and asked
him to intercede with the imperial authorities in Istanbul to get him reinstated at the
KhadījiyyaMurshidiyya madrasa.23
The dedication of the book to Sulaymān Pasha must have taken place around the
year 1150/1737, during which I.K. mentions meeting with the governor for whom he
composed two panegyric poems.24 In 1151/1738, an order came from Istanbul “in
structing teachers to go to their schools” upon which I.K. started teaching at the
Ḥanafī KhadījiyyaMurshidiyya in alṢāliḥiyya.25 I.K. finally prevailed.
WORKS
Works attributed to I.K. range in number from fifteen to twentyeight and include
books on topics including history, geography, poetry, rhetoric, Sufism, jurisprudence,
biography, Hadith, medicine, botany, and zoology.26 In alḤawādith alyawmiyya,
I.K. mentions only three of his other works: an epistle on rhetoric which was praised
and copied by other scholars alRisāla almushtamila ʿalā anwāʿ albadīʿ fī al
basmala;27 a work on Arabic grammar the excellence of which a colleague of I.K.’s
certified in rhymed prose alShamʿa almuḍiyya fī ʿilm allugha alʿarabiyya;28 and a
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commentary on alQaṣīda almunfarija, a poem on Arabic grammar which I.K. read
with fellow scholars at one of their outings.29 The modern editor of alḤawādiṯ al
yawmiyya has doubted I.K.’s authorship of the topographies of the Levant and al
Ṣāliḥiyya (alMawākib alislāmiyya and alMurūj alsundusiyya, respectively) as
these were not mentioned by I.K. himself in his chronicle. The existence in Berlin of
two autograph copies of alMawākib alislāmiyya, however, proves that the editor’s
suspicion is unfounded. Besides, the subject matter of alMurūj alsundusiyya, name
ly the topography of alṢāliḥiyya, is completely harmonious with I.K.’s interest in the
history of his neighborhood which is apparent in his chronicle. Moreover, I.K.’s
approach in alMurūj alsundusiyya, as it will be seen below, is strikingly similar to
that in alMawākib alislāmiyya. Thus, we can safely assume that, in addition to those
works mentioned by the author himself, at least the historical works, the chronicle
and two topographies, were indeed authored by I.K.
 alḤawādiṯ alyawmiyya min tārīkh aḥad ʿashar alf wa miyya30
A chronicle of events between 11111153/16991740, in which I.K. maintains a
strictly chronological approach by never deviating from the annalistic, and within it a
monthly, arrangement. In other words, the work is not driven by events, but sys
tematically by time. The importance of this will become clear below.31
In terms of content, the chronicle contains the standard repertoire of political,
social, and natural occurrences. In addition to an expected interest in appointments,
depositions, arrivals and departures of officials, and conflicts in and around the
provincial capital, I.K. keeps an eye out for significant political developments in
Istanbul and jealously reports the empire’s military exploits and defeats, thus coming
across as a truly loyal Ottoman subject. Perhaps the most noticeable aspect of the
work is I.K.’s obsessive interest in the judicialacademic hierarchy, and the news of
its staffers, practitioners, and employees. This contentrelated aspect of the chronicle
is intimately connected to its form and its strict temporal organization as evidenced
by the following.
I.K. starts the first year and every year of his chronicle by naming the incumbent
political and religious authorities beginning with the Sultan himself, the religious and
jurisprudential functionaries in Istanbul, the corresponding officials in Damascus, and
ending with the teachers in his city. By reiterating the clearly demarcated hierarchy of
authorities, I.K. establishes the chain of authority that links the province of Damascus
to the imperial center, thereby revealing the “circulation system” of the judicial
academic institution that connected the parts of the empire.32 It is only after he has
introduced the community of Damascene teachers, and thereby located himself in the
hierarchy of the empire, that he goes on to record the year’s events.
The intersection of content and form in this particular chronicle adds a spatial
dimension to an otherwise temporally defined genre. As such, I.K.’s work not only
demarcates the geographical borders of the Sultan’s domains, but also, perhaps more
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importantly, provides a continuous and repetitive spatial link between Damascus and
Istanbul.
I.K.’s chronicle reveals another interesting juncture between content and form. As
a narrative starting in 1111/1699 and continuing until 1153/1740, shortly before
I.K.’s death. alḤawādiṯ alyawmiyya is a contemporary history par excellence deal
ing exclusively with the events that occur during its author’s lifetime. The signi
ficance of the contemporariness afforded by the genre is that it allows the author to
insert himself in his own narrative (i.e., to become the content) rendering the history a
sort of “egodocument”.33 I.K. takes full advantage of the open capacity of the genre
to employ it as a vehicle of unabashed exhibition of the social self to expose his so
ciability. The reader is inundated with vivid reports about the dinner and circumcision
parties, weddings, funerals, picnics, literary salons, and Sufi soirees I.K. attended.34
I.K.’s chronicle thus serves as a display of his social and cultural credentials wherein
the author also emphasizes the respect that he commanded among his contem
poraries.35
It was these same scholars and social elites who constituted the audience for I.K.’s
chronicle, parts of which were read out to a group of colleagues, as the author himself
reports in the very same composition. 36 What is striking, however, is that this reading
event took place outdoors, bringing us to the last contentrelated aspect of the chro
nicle that warrants discussion, namely I.K.’s sharp focus on nature, on which modern
scholars have commented and from which they drew new conclusions regarding 18th
century sociabilities.37
I.K. loved the gardens and the parks of Damascus, and it was there, particularly
towards the end of his life, that he spent most of his springs and summers.38 He com
posed poetry in praise of the beauty of Damascus’ rivers.39 His enchantment with na
ture is illustrated not only by his interest in botany but also in the fact that he some
times marked time according to the seasonal fruits and flowers.40 I.K.’s outings func
tioned as scholarly salons within the context of which I.K. and his fellow teachers
exchanged knowledge and discussed topics outside their teaching curricula.41 This
dimension of I.K.’s sociability colored his reconstruction of his city, which he
described as a verdant Garden of Eden.
 alMurūj alsundusiyya alfasīḥa fī talkhīṣ tārīkh alṢāliḥiyya42
alṢāliḥiyya suburb of Damascus, which was first colonized by Muslim refugees
fleeing the Crusader occupation of Jerusalem, is probably the only neighborhood (as
opposed to a city) to which belongs a historicaltopographical tradition. I.K.’s topo
graphy of the city quarter is an effort of compilation, collation, abbreviation, and up
dating, in which are preserved earlier histories and topographies that are now entirely
lost43 or partially missing.44
The value of this work, however, is not limited to its preservative aspect. Consti
tuting a combination of the genres of faḍā’il (religious virtues), maḥāsin (beauties),
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history, and biography, alMurūj alsundusiyya is divided into twentyfour sections,
which include what is expected of a topography: a survey of natural landmarks (e.g.,
rivers, gardens) and manmade monuments (e.g., mosques, madrasas, bathhouses) as
well as the accustomed narratives and lore of sacred places and spaces (e.g., the va
rious caves and pilgrimage sites on Mount Qāsyūn). Above and beyond the sacred
topography, however, the compilation significantly offers a deeply historicized nar
rative, which foregrounds the processes of colonization and Islamization of al
Ṣāliḥiyya.
The very first section of the book starts with the phrase “Know, that the history of
Islamic Ṣāliḥiyya”45 and proceeds to offer the various reports about the stories of the
first Muslim refugeesettlers of the area (who, having fled the wartorn Jerusalem,
were not particularly welcomed in Damascus and moved up the hill to Mount
Qāsyūn) and the structures they built. The second section entitled “fī mā kāna qabla
waḍʿihā min alāṯār” (“concerning the traces/ruins before its [i.e., al Ṣāliḥiyya’s]
establishment”),46 returns to al Ṣāliḥiyya’s “prehistory” and tells, among other
places, the story of a Christian monastery. Thus, the first two sections constitute a
strikingly realistic or “historicized” history, a straightforward story of refugees
seeking a new home and of a series of events taking place in historical time, which is
almost devoid of the triumphalism and/or mythology usually found in foundational
narratives.
Another interesting formal aspect of I.K.’s topography is the bricolage of me
thodologies that it evinces. As a mostly verbatim compilation of previous works, the
book proffers different notions of authority with regards to the transmission of infor
mation.47 Reminiscent of classical historical works, contradictory reports of the same
event are juxtaposed without any clear indication of authorial preference with regard
to veracity. In contrast, when I.K. himself is surveying a site or structure, he relies
entirely on his own authority and refers to the structures themselves.48
I.K.’s role, thus, was not limited to keeping and investigating an archive consisting
of works on the history and topography of his neighborhood. Since he also engaged
in fieldwork, observation, and comparison in the manner of an archeologist, his
topography can be classified as a truly “early modern” work (with emphasis on both
terms). I.K.’s work continues and preserves a medieval literary tradition and practice,
namely, topography and abridgement, respectively. However, in as much as I.K.
allows himself the authority to observe, compare, and pass judgment, he arrogates for
himself the final word and thus emerges as an author in the modern sense of the term.
 alMawākib alislāmiyya fī almamālik wa almaḥāsin alShāmiyya 49
Ignati Ulianovich Krachkovski, the historian of Arabic geography, characterized
this remarkable work of six chapters as superior to the general geographical output of
the period.50 One of the more striking aspects of this composition is that it unusually
provides a bibliography of approximately fifty “works cited” at the beginning of the
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book, including works of history, geography, medicine, Quranic exegesis, language,
horticulture, and even travelogues. The variety of topics in the list reflects the unusual
content of I.K.’s creatively hybrid “topography,” which, like his work on alṢāliḥiy
ya, combines the methodology of compilation from older historical and geographical
works with direct observation.
The title of the book, which includes three elements (namely, processions, Le
vantine provinces, and beauties) is accurately reflected in the content, albeit with un
equal emphasis. In the section on “Levantine Provinces,” which constitutes about
21% of the book, I.K. specifies the limits of the administrative divisions of all Levan
tine provinces, districts, and subdistricts. He enumerates the official positions at
tached to these divisions, lists the official processions, and mentions the participants
and the procession routes. As a topographical work, therefore, alMawākib alislā
miyya acknowledges the political presence and administrative will of the Ottoman
state, while simultaneously positing the Levant as a political unit.
Deliberately or not, I.K. commits what seems to be a faux pas by providing the
delimitations of the Mamluk, not Ottoman, state as even the most basic provincial
divisions do not correspond to Ottoman realities. Although I.K. attempts to offer an
updated topography, his efforts are not geographical but temporal. Rather than
providing the accurate Ottoman delimitations of the Levant, I.K. infuses the topo
graphy with events, not spaces, Ottoman.51 It is, therefore, not unreasonable to con
jecture that I.K. had used one or more Mamluk texts as stencils for his topography as
he had intentionally done in his topography of alṢāliḥiyya.
The section on “processions,” which makes up about a mere two percent of the
composition, focuses on official processions, such as the “Pasha’s Procession” and
“the Qāḍī’s Procession.”52 Though treated rather concisely, the description of these
rituals, in terms of participants and spaces traversed by the parades, is significant.
Given the importance of processions as displays of power and establishment of order,
I.K.’s exposition efficiently captures imperial signs of authority and their concurrent
acceptance by the author. Thus, this section on the rituals of officialdom can be seen
as, yet again, an attestation of Ottoman political presence. Gaffs and brevity notwith
standing, both sections discussed above have a strong political message in that they
function as endorsements of Ottoman rule. This is especially important since the book
under discussion was dedicated and presented to the highestranking Ottoman repre
sentative in the Levant, the governor of Damascus.
It is the “beauties” element of the book that constitutes the largest part of I.K.’s
composition and consists of two interrelated parts. The first offers the customary to
pography of Damascus and focuses on the city’s history and structure (the description
and history of the main congregational mosque; the enumeration of its public buil
dings such as mosques, madrasas, hammams, Sufi lodges, and bazaars; and its natural
resources such as rivers and creeks), while paying disproportionate attention to what
may be regarded as the city’s bestkept secrets, namely its gardens, orchards, parks,
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and promenades. Indeed, compared to the first topography of the city by ʿAlī Abu al
Qāsim Ibn ʿAsākir (d. 571/1176), whose attention is overwhelmingly focused on
religious structures and especially the Umayyad Mosque, I.K.’s account is devoted
primarily to the city’s natural diversions and pleasures. As such, this part of the book
is in essence no longer a work of geography, but a guidebook to, and an advertise
ment of, picnic spots in the city.53
In an effort to complement this topography of beauty and pleasure, I.K. supple
ments the geography with nothing less than an entire horticultural survey of the city’s
gifts: its trees, fruits, flowers, and vegetables. In this part, which occupies almost all
of the second volume of the printed edition, I.K. enumerates the Damascene flora,
describes its physical and medicinal attributes, cites relevant verses, and, only infre
quently, offers rough angular visual illustrations.
By the time I.K. produced alMawākib alislāmiyya, such a composition on the
“beauties” of a city was not new. Damascus had already enjoyed an earlier treatment
of the sort by Abū alBaqā’ ʿAbd Allāh alBadrī (d. 902/1489), who, in his Nuzhat al
anām fī maḥāsin alShām54 depended heavily on Ibn ʿAsākir’s predominantly reli
gious topography to produce an overwhelmingly secular rendition. Including both a
picnic guide and a horticultural survey, alBadrī’s work may have not only inaugu
rated a new genre of urban maḥāsin but also facilitated a civic and secular discourse
evincing the ownership of the city by its inhabitants.
Given this background, I.K.’s composition appears even bolder generically and
politically. By combining political and religious processions, administrative boun
daries and positions, historical anecdotes and updates, topography, religious virtues,
and horticulture, I.K. produces a holistic unified Ottoman Levant that is legible
politically, geographically, historically, and culturally.
By having composed a work which may have served the function of a manual or
guide for the newcomer, and by offering this gift to Sulaymān Pasha, then, I.K. was
harnessing his local and academic knowledge in the service of the new state repre
sentative. At the risk of reading too much politics into the history of the production of
I.K.’s unique text, one could suggest that alMawākib alislāmiyya may be regarded
as a sort of Description de l’Egypte of Napoleon’s scientific team (published in Paris,
1809). Its production is intimately linked to the facilitation of governance, but a pre
modern one at that.
As a gift to the new governor in exchange for a teaching position by the author, al
Mawākib alislāmiyya is an act in politics par excellence. By utilizing his ʿilm, his
experience of and in Damascus, I.K. managed to be installed into the Ottoman
judicialacademic institution and achieved the kind of notability he desired, even
though some of his politicking towards that end took unusual routes, through the ver
dant promenades and gardens of his beloved Damascus.
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I.K., alMurūj, 6263.
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Visions: The Worlds and Worldviews of Ottoman Levantine Chroniclers in the 18th Century Levant
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Mustafa Ali, 15411600 (Princeton, 1985).
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based on the printed edition by Akram Aḥmad alʿUlabī.
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I.K., alḤawādiṯ, 1967, 241, and 246.
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Muqaddam, and did not go the madrasa.” See I.K., alḤawādiṯ, 282.
14
I.K., alḤawādiṯ, 486.
15
I.K., alḤawādiṯ, 505.
16
Cited by alʿUlabī, editor’s introduction to I.K., alḤawādiṯ, separately paginated, 28.
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21
I.K., alḤawādiṯ, 304305.
22
I.K., alḤawādiṯ, MSS Berlin 9480, 150a.
23
“It is hoped that he [Sulaymān Pasha] might string us in the thread of his Sultanic proposals and
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maʿrūḍātihi alSulṭāniyya wa yaḏkura madrasa kānat wujjihat lanā ilā aldawla alʿaliyya”). See al
Mawākib, vol. 1, 180.
24
I.K., alḤawādiṯ, MSS Berlin 9480, 95b96 (alḤawādiṯ, 484). Folio 96a contains the conclusion of
the panegyric for Sulaymān Pasha, which is largely omitted by alʿUlabī in the printed edition (p. 78).
25
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I.K., alḤawādiṯ, 371.
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32
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33
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evidenced by, among other compositions, the OttomanTurkish memoir written by yet another teacher,
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35
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36
I.K., alḤawādiṯ, 340.
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38
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52
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53
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